Product
Overview

Veeam Backup Essentials

Powerful. Easy to use. Affordable.

You need to manage your IT environment with less resources and a shrinking budget. Yet,
the requirement for a comprehensive backup solution only increases as the data you
manage grows exponentially.
How much easier could your day-to-to day operations be if you had a data protection
solution that you could count on, one that just works?
Veeam® Backup Essentials™ delivers powerful, easy-to-use and affordable backup,
recovery, monitoring and reporting for virtual, physical and cloud workloads. This includes
backup for VMware vSphere, Microsoft Hyper-V, Nutanix AHV, Windows and Linux
Servers, NAS, AWS, Azure, Google Cloud Platform and more — from a single console!

Data protection made easy
Reliable backup

Fast recovery

Back up any workload and
store backups anywhere
on premises or in the cloud
with built-in replication
at no additional cost.

Tons of recovery options,
giving you the ability
to recover just about
anything — big or small —
to anywhere lightning fast.

Built-in security

Powerful file
protection

Ransomware-proof
backups to easily and
inexpensively isolate your
data and protect against
cyberthreats.

Protect all your files
across your organization —
from application items
to NAS — and instantly
recover exactly whatever
you need when you need it.

Data portability

Storage flexibility

Migrate or recover
any workload to AWS
or Microsoft Azure while
keeping your backups safe
from malicious attacks.

Create fast backups and
replicas from snapshots
by using hardware from
almost any storage
solution, without lock-in.

Award winning
support

24.7.365 monitoring
and reporting

24.7 technical support
with hot fixes and updates
without waiting for product
releases.

Always stay connected
and informed with realtime visibility into your
backup, physical and virtual
environments.

Learn more
www.veeam.com

Download free trial
vee.am/essentials

Veeam Backup Essentials
Powered by
Veeam Backup & Replication™, a powerful
and reliable data protection solution for
cloud, virtual and physical workloads.
Veeam ONE™, a monitoring and
reporting tool for cloud, virtual and
physical workloads that prevents
the occurrence of potential problems.

Protect and monitor all
your workloads
Virtual: VMware | Hyper-V | AHV
Cloud: AWS | Azure | Google | IBM
Physical: Windows | Linux | UNIX | NAS
Applications: Microsoft | Oracle | SAP

Veeam Universal License (VUL)
Veeam enables true license portability
for workloads, whether they are
physical, virtual or in the cloud with
VUL. This fully featured license enables
customers to protect all their workloads
with just one license.

What our customers say about us:
“Best VM backup solution
on the planet“
— Aaron A, Director of
Information Technology,
Mid-market
(51-1000 employees)
“Pretty much the perfect
backup solution for us!”
— Verified user, Technician
in IT, Information
technology and services
company, (1-10 employees)

Read reviews on: TrustRadius | G2
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